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ABSTRACT 
We extend to the class C, certain inequalities, relating the sizes of the Jordan 
blocks of a matrix with those of a restriction/compression of the matrix. The proofs 
seem to be more natural than those in the original linear algebra approach. 
0 Ebevier Science Inc., 1997 
INTRODUCTION 
With each nilpotent operator T on a finite-dimensional vector space Y, 
one can associate a nonincreasing sequence of integers y = (ya, yi, . . .) 
consisting of the sizes of the Jordan cells in the canonical form of T. (Of 
course y,, = 0 for large n.) If WC Y is an invariant subspace for T, we can 
associate in the same manner sequences (Y = ( oO, cxi . . .I and P = 
( PO7 P1 ‘. . > with the restriction T IW and with the quotient operator of T on 
Y/w, respectively. It is natural to ask for a necessary and sufficient condition 
for a triple (y, (Y, P) to arise in this manner. This question was indeed 
answered in a group theoretical context by Klein [I]. The condition found in 
[l] involves the existence of a so-called Littlewood-Richardson sequence, for 
which no constructive algorithm is given. On the other hand several necessary 
conditions of the form F((Y, p, y) > 0, where F is a linear functional, were 
derived, and it is hoped [2] that a necessary and sufficient condition can be 
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given in terms of such inequalities. Here are a few examples of such 
inequalities. 
(Sigal’s inequalities [3]) If 0 < r0 < ?-i < ... < r,, are integers then 
and 2 yg < 5 ( aj + P,,). 
j=O j=O 
(I) 
(Generalized Sigal inequalities [4]) If 0 < k < r. < rl < **. < 7;, are 
integers then 
2 Yr, f k ( a,,-k + Pj+k) and 5 “/,, G 2 (aj+k + Pr,-k)* (2) 
j=O j=O j=O j=O 
Inequality (2) h as b een further generalized by Thompson [5, 61 and Thijsse 
[7]. A related inequality appears in [8] is as follows: 
2 card{ k : yk > j} < fJ ( card{k: ak >j) + card{k: & >j)). (3) 
j=l j=l 
The proofs of most of these inequalities involve the study of factorizations of 
polynomial (or integral) matrices and are quite involved. 
Another context in which the existence of Jordan models has been proved 
is that of operators of class C,, [9, lo]. It is our purpose in this article to 
extend inequalities (I), (2), and (3) to this context. The proofs rely on the 
structure of the operators involved, and they may be more conceptual than 
the proofs based on factorizations. One should mention that Jordan models 
for some C, operators can be produced via the diagonalization of matrices 
over H” [ll, 121, and it is conceivable that the proofs in the nilpotent case 
could have analogues in this more general context. It would be interesting to 
know whether any of these results have analogues in the context of the 
bitriangular operators studied in [I3]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We recall here some basic facts from the theory of operators of class C,,. 
All results stated here without proof are proved in either [lo] or [14]. Denote 
by H” the Banach algebra of bounded analytic functions defined in the unit 
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disk D. An operator T E L(2?I 1s of class C, if there exists a homomorphism 
@: H” + L($@ with the following properties: 
(i> Il@(u>ll < Ilull for u E H"; 
(ii) @( ,y> = T where A(A) = A, A E D; 
(iii) for every h E z the map u -+ @(u)h is continuous if H” is given its 
weak* topology and Z its weak topology; and 
(iv) @ has nontrivial kernel. 
The usual notation for Q(u) is Q(u) = U(T); this is the Sz.-Nagy-Foias 
functional calculus associated with T. The kernel of @ has the form OH” for 
some inner function 0, which is uniquely determined up to a constant factor 
of absolute value one. This function is the minimal function of T and is 
denoted mT. For two inner functions 8 and 4 we write 014 if 0 divides #J. 
Recall that 014 if 4 = O+ for some inner function $I. We write 8 = $J if 
014 and 410, and we denote by 8 A 4 the greatest common inner divisor of 
8 and 4. 
We now define Jordan blocks that are in some sense the building blocks 
of operators of class C,. Let H” denote the set of functions of the form 
f(A) = CT=,n,2A” for A E ED, where Ilf\l’ = C~_olrz,,l” < X. If u E H” and 
f E H2 then uf E H” and llufll < llujl,llfll. We can hence define the shift 
operator S E L( H “> by S’ = xf, f E H ‘. If 8 is an inner function then f3H2 
is invariant for S; so 2?‘( 0) = H” 8 OH2 is invariant for S*. \Ve define the 
Jordan block S(O) E L(Z(O)) by S(e)* = S*lZ(O) or, equivalently, S(O) 
= P’,,SIZ(O), h w ere Pn denotes the orthogonal projection onto the closed 
space M. The operator S(O) is of class C, and it has minimal function 13. The 
following statement contains some of the basic properties of Jordan blocks. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let 8 E H” be an inner-function. 
(i) The adjoint S(e)* i.s unit&y eyuicalent to S(k); where 6 is defined 
by &A) = e( 3) for A E D. 
(ii) If C/I is an inner dizji.sor of 0 then c$H? 8 OH’ is incariantfor S(f?>. 
More preckely, 
c$H” 8 OH” = ran[ 4( S( O))] = ker[( O/4)( S( O))]. 
(iii) For any innerfunction u E H”, the operator S(O)l(ran u(S(O)))- is 
unit&y equioalent to S(O/u A 0). 
A more general family of operators of class C,, are the separably acting 
Jordan operators. These operators are of the form @,T= o S(O,>, where 
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(8r : j > 0) is a sequence of inner functions satisfying the conditions oj+ r] Oj 
for j > 0. Recall that the operators T and T’ are quasisimilar if there exist 
quasiaffinities X: Z+ &“’ and Y: A?” + A? such that XT = T’X and YT’ = 
TY. We write T N T’ if T and T’ are quasisimilar. We write T 4 T’ if there 
exists an injective operator X: Z-+2? such that XT = T’X. The following 
result from [15] is an important property of the class C,. 
THEOREM 1.2. For every operator T of class C, acting on a separable 
Hilbert space there exists a unique Jordan operator T’ such that T N T’. 
The previous result is also true for operators of class C, on a nonsepara- 
ble space (cf. [lo]), but the corresponding Jordan operators are a little harder 
to describe. The Jordan operator T’ given above is called the Jordan model of 
T. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let T and T’ be operators of class C, with Jordan 
wwdels @,r=,S( +jj> and @;=,, S’($i’> respectively. Then +jl$ for all j if and 
only if T +i T’. 
An operator T E L(Z) is said to have finite multiplicity if there exists a 
finite set F CAY such that Z= V(T”F : n 2 0). Such a set F is called a 
cyclic set for T. The smallest cardinality of a cyclic set is called the 
multiplicity of T and is denoted by pr. If pr = 1 then T is said to be 
multiplicity free. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let T be an operator of class C, with Jordan model 
@Irz,S( Oj>. Then t.+ < n zf and only if 0, = 1. 
Let T be an operator of class C, with multiplicity n, and let @jyO’S(Oj) 
be the Jordan model of T. The determinant function of T is an inner 
function defined by det(T) = 8,,8, . . . 0, _ I. The following result from [lo] 
gives an important property of the determinant function. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let T E L(+Z?J be an operator of class C, with finite 
multiplicity, 3’ c A? an invariant subspace for T, and 2” = Z 8 2’. Then 
det(T) = det(T I.+%?‘) det(T,.). 
The following result from [16] shall be generalized in the following 
section. 
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PROPOSITION 1.6. Assume that T E L(Z) is an operator of class C,, 2’ 
is an invariant subspace for T, and T = 
T’ 
[ I 
0 s, is a triangulartzation of T 
with respect to the decomposition Z’= Z’ @ (39 Z’). Assume also that 2’ 
is separable, and @,?= o S( oj>, @,r= ,~ S( 0,: 1, and @,i= ,, S( t$!‘) are the Jordan 
models of T, T’, and T”, respectively. Then we have 
8,, 8, . . . e,, 1 fill, 0; . . . e,: 0;; eI’ . . . 0,: 
for every n 2 0. 
We write T, = P,T (A whenever A is any semi-invariant subspace of &4 
The next two results are used in the proof of the generalized S&al inequality. 
The proof of Proposition 1.7 is found in [17] (cf. Proposition 1.17). 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let T be an operator of class C,, on a separable 
Hilbeti space Zand let @i”_(, S(tI,) be the Jordan model of Ti Assume that 
_YcZ is an invariant subspace f;lr T such that T 19 - @I:(, S(t3,), and let 
{k,, k,, . . . , k,,} be a cyclic setfor (TIP)*. Finally set 9 = v(T*“‘kj : m > 
0,l <j < n), X=Ze_Y’, and X =&“85?. 
(i) The operators Py., 123 and P9 1% are quasia&ities. 
(ii) AY=_tL?VV=_Y VX, ._YflZ=L?+ flX = (0). 
(iii) TY, - @ll,‘S(e,), TIX- T’ - @.;=,,SCOj>. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let T be an operator of class C,, on a separable Hilbert 
space X, let 2”’ ~2 be invariant f;lr T such that t.~~,~~ < n, and set 
Z” = 2 8 3’. y @,Y= o S( t3j) and @jr=,,S(t$“) are the Jordan models of T 
and Tzrc, respectively, then 0,+,, 6;. Similarly let X’ CX be an invariant 
subspace for T* such that t_+V, 
@jy_,S(e;‘) then 6)j+n16;l. 
< n and set Z” =38X’. if TIZ” - 
Proof. 
that 
Since (ran ~$‘(T>)~cZ’ @ (ran $!‘<T,.>>- it is easy to conclude 
This implies immediately the relation 0, + n , IO”. The other relation follows by 
similar reasoning using T* instead of T. Q.E.D. 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
Let 2 be a fixed separable Hilbert space. Throughout this section we fx 
an operator T E_Y( Z) of class C, and an invariant subspace Z’ for T, and 
we let T = T’ X 
[ I 0 T” 
be the triangularization of T with respect to the 
decomposition Z’ = 2’ CD Z”, where 2” = 2 8 2’. We denote the Jordan 
models of T, T’, and T” by @j?=,S(Oj), @,mz,S($‘), and @1~C,S(f3j!) 
respectively. The following result is an extension of (1). 
THEOREM 2.1. For everrj sequence of nonnegative integers 0 < r0 < rl 
< ‘1. < r,, we have 
Proof. The second relation in the statement is really equivalent to the 
first relation applied to T* (cf. Proposition 1.1(i)). It suffices to prove the first 
relation. 
Assume first that pT,, < n + 1 so that I$‘+, = ei+, = ... = 1. Applying 
Proposition 1.6 to T gives us the division relation 
e,,e, . . . eJe;e; . . . e:,ze;le; . . . e: 
since e;+, = e,y+2 = ... = 1. Since @l0, for all i by Proposition 1.3, we 
have 
which is what we wanted to prove. 
Now we reduce the general case to the case where pr” < n + 1. Observe 
that 
with respect to the decomposition Z= Z’ @ Z”, and hence (ran 0:+ ,(T))- 
,(T”))-. So if we let S = TIZ’ CB (ran el+,(T”))- then 
with respect to the decomposition X? @ (ran W’(T”))-. 
be the Jordan model of S, and observe that S” N 
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@j”,~(e;‘/6~+,) by Proposition 1.1. Since ps,, < n + 1, we can apply the 
first part of this proof to S to conclude that 
Also by Proposition 1.1 we have that TJ(ran /$‘+‘,(Tl)Y- @jrZOS(Oj/Oj 
A e,y+ 1). Since (ran e;+,(T))- c A? Cl3 e,;, ,(T”)F we clearly have 
Z’j(ran e;+,(T))- -C S. Hence (0,/e, A 0,:+ 1 )Ic#+ for all i by Proposition 1.3 
and therefore 
NOW one easily deduces that Or0 erl . . . Or,, I t3io t9,!, . . . O:,,O;lO; . . . t?:, as desired. 
Q.E.D. 
Now we pass to the generalized Sigal inequalities, which we prove using 
the Sigal inequalities (Theorem 2.1). 
THEOREM 2.2. For every sequence of nonnegative integers 0 < r0 < r, 
< . . . < r,, and for every k < r0 we have 
erDer, . . . ernIe;,-ke:,_k . . . e:,,-,e”e: k htl ... e;l+,, 
e,.oe,.l . . . e,.,,Ie;e;+k . . . e;+ke,?_ke;_k . . . e,!;l_k. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, it suffices to prove the first 
relation. Without loss of generality, we assume that k > 0 since the case 
k = 0 is proved by Theorem 2.1. Let _Y cZ” be an invariant subspace 
for T* such that T*I2” N @,“:OIS(q). We apply the Sigal inequality to 
the operator Tp 8 9. Assume Tp 8 9’ - @ly=OS(+l), and let 
TL;F”e.LY’= ‘0’ ;, 
[ 1 be the triangularization of T ~~39” with respect to 
the decomposition 28 9’ = Z’ @ ((ze9) 8 z’). By Proposition 1.7, 
the Jordan model of S” is @ y_ o S( $‘+ k). Applying Theorem 2.1 to T !A? 8 9’ 
with the sequence 0 < r0 ik<r,-k< ... < r,, - k in the place of 
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0 < r. < r1 < ... < r,, we have 
Now, $+ k 1 +j by Lemma 1.8. One now easily deduces the desired relation 
toe,, . . . e,,,Ie;o_ke;l_k . . . e,!-ke:e:+l . . . e;+,. Q.E.D. 
The next result is an inequality that goes in the opposite direction of the 
other inequalities proved in this article. 
Proof. Let _Y’ and Y be invariant subspaces for T’ and T”, respec- 
tively, such that T’IL?’ - @ iL ,, SC @‘I, and T” k?” - @ j’E o S(eF>. Denote by 
A? the smallest invariant subspace for T containing 2’ V-!-Z”; clearly pTIA < 
n + m + 2. If 63i~0m+1S(~i> is th e or J d an model of T IA% then we know 
that +ilBi. Assume that TM,,, - @in~n”L+lS(~i) and note that A ~39’ 12”. 
It follows from Theorem 1.5 that 
e;e; . . . e,:*dbl . . . *,,,+n+l = h4 . . . A+rn+l- 
Now, since c#+[ Bi for each i and #‘I +!I~ for i < m by Proposition 1.3, we 
conclude that 
eke; . ..e.;e;e; . ..e.:,le,e, ...en+,n+l. 
Q.E.D. 
The last result we prove extends inequality (3). This result holds in some 
form even if we drop the condition of finite multiplicity for T. To discuss this 
result, we would need they theory of generalized inner functions, which is 
beyond the scope of this article. 
THEOREM 2.4. If T has a finite multiplicity and 4 is an inner function, 
then 
det(Tlker+(T))ldet(Tlker4(T’)) det(Tker+&. 
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Proof. Since det(Tlker +(T))det(TI(+(TM-) = det(T), the relation 
stated above is equivalent to 
Let us set X = (4(T)m-, X =_%? f’2”, and _%?’ =X 8 X. The subspaces 
Xand X are invariant for T, and therefore det(TIX) = det(TIX)det(Tz,). 
Since we clearly have 4(T’&V CA?‘, we conclude that det(TI(+(T’@“)-1 
divides det(TIX). Thus det(T((+(T’)&“‘)-) det(T%,) divides det(TIX) = 
det(TI(4O’)&d)-), and the theorem will follow if we can prove that det(Tz,) 
= detO’~,+(r,,jza”j-). We show actually that Ty, N TC+CT,,jirfljm. Indeed, we have 
,“I&..,, = P&T and hence c$(T”)P.‘.. = P,.c$(T). This relation shows that 
P’,,($(Tw- is dense in (+(T”)X”-, and therefore the operator Y: 
X + (+(T”&“‘)- defined by Y = ~‘“1% has dense range and TCgC,.,,.,Y = 
Y(TIz). Since ker Y =Z n &“’ =X, we conclude that 2 = Y Ix’ : 3” + 
(+(T”&“‘- is a quasiaffinity. Clearly T,,,,.,.,-Z = ZT,, thus establishing 
the desired quasisimilarity. Q.E.D. 
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